Spring 2022 Dean’s List
College of Engineering

To be eligible for the Dean’s List, a student must have the following:

1. A minimum overall grade point average of 2.00.
2. Achieve a grade point average of no less than 3.25 for a given semester.
3. Pass at least 12 semester hours for a given semester unless the official curriculum in which the student is enrolled required fewer than 12 hours.

Al Ahmadi, Mohammed
Anderson, Kyra
Andrus, Onye
Antoine, Daniel
Artis, Kiana
Baker, Stephen
Baker II, Cedric
Black, Charles
Bond III, Clyde
Bowen, Aaron
Bui, Elizabeth
Bynum, Kendrick
Campbell, Jordan
Carter, Anaya
Carter, Cameron
Chapman, Soleil
Clark, Courtlyn
Dejarnette-Crumsey, Lakaiya
Delaney, Terrell
Dent, D’Mia
Eanochs, Jalani
El-Amin, Alyscia
Ellis, Christopher
Fobbs, Princess
Frazier, Deyana
Freeman, Bryan
Garrett, Jayla
Gaskins, Taylor
Gregoire, Matthew
Guiseppi, Brandon
Hamilton, Kayla
Hines, Langston
Hoskins, Divinity
Howlette, Cory
Hunt, Justin
Jackson, Malaysia
Jenkins, Jazmyn
Johnson, Eric
Johnson, Joshua
Johnson, Mary
Jones, Aaliyah
Jones, Omari
Jordan, Michael
Kelly, Devin
Landers, Christopher
Lee, Emmanuel
Lee, Mark
Licca, Johnathan
Lockett, Aija
Lockyer, Rhys
Long, Bethany
MacK, Jordan
Martell, Timothy
McCullough, Amiya
Metcalf, Nyla
Michael, Innis
Miller, Koleby
Mitchell, Myah
Monceaux, Matthew
Moody, Danay
Murphy, Maxwell
Nalls, Ahkil
Newsome, Nathaniel
Norwood, Justin
Odom, Eriel
Parker, Jerica
Pasley, Shaniah
Payne, Ricky
Peer, Calvin
Phillips, Uriah
Pruitt, Mason
Rhoades, Cecilia
Rivers, Kaylee
Ruffin, Cierra
Samuels, Landry
Sanduku, Averine
Seymore, Chadaysha
Simmons, Madison
Sims, Chloe
Stephens, Bryce
Stephens, Reginald
Stocks, Jonathan
Thomas, Isaac
Thompson, Eugene
Todd, Eddie
Tubbs, Nathon
Turner, Tyriq
Umeozulu, Christopher
Wagner, Latroy
Waters, Sherman
Williams, Conlin
Willis, Cody
Wilson, Janae
Winfield, Daniel
Ziyadi, Mansour

*Beginning Spring 2022, graduating seniors are not listed.*